Tell Your Story  
Preserve the Story of a Family Member

Story Keeping at Casa

A collaboration between  
Casa Community Services  
and the  
Sahuarita Schools Digital Media Department

Story Keeping at Casa is a wonderful way to preserve memories for future generations. Now in its third year, Story Keeping at Casa has immortalized many area residents in DVD form.

Filmed and recorded by the Digital Media Department students of Sahuarita and Walden Grove High Schools, the program is coordinated by Casa Community Services.

These volunteers prepare interviewees, supply suggested questions and encourage those talking about their lives to illustrate their stories with detail and humor.

Some subjects want to give their future generations a snapshot of their lives, some want to memorialize particular incidents, some just want to share the love they feel.

Thanks to the generosity of Casa Community Services and the Sahuarita Schools, the finished DVDs are provided at no cost.

Call 520-393-6840 for information or appointment